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Trolley



Trolley

Product description

Designed by Richard Sapper in the 1970s, the "Plico" trolley is one of the lesser known, though more representative, projects 
from this unforgettable artist's body of work. Sapper developed his projects starting from a problem that he identified in an 
existing object or from something that was missing: "I am always interested in doing something new, increasing our life tools. 
I am interested in designing new things that have their uses or make sense". And with "Plico" Sapper undoubtedly manages 
to increase the scope of our "domestic utensils". Easy to handle and extremely compact when folded, "Plico" can be used 
both as a food trolley and as a bed or sofa table. With one simple movement, the top flips over and the trolley is completely 
transformed. The top becomes slightly protruding with respect to the body of the trolley, turning into a surface for working or 
eating a meal. 

Characteristics / suggested use

- The trolley structure is made of black painted iron. The trays are in matt black thermoplastic resin.
- A timeless furnishing accessory with a transformist soul: a food trolley that becomes a bed or sofa table
- One object, three functions: a food trolley that can be transformed into a bed or sofa table
- One of Richard Sapper's little designer masterpieces, an absolute object where form and function are in perfect harmony
- Small but spacious The particular distance between the two surfaces makes it possible to place bottles, fruit bowls or other
containers for medium-sized foodstuffs on the lower one.
- Easy to handle and easy to use: with one simple movement the trolley turns into a practical bed or sofa table.
- Ideal for enjoying a meal in bed or in front of the television, or for using a laptop comfortably seated in an armchair or on the
sofa
- The trolley's two surfaces are wide, with a containing rim. When the upper surface is turned upside down, it creates a large
supporting surface, ideal for using a laptop or arranging dishes and food
- The articulated front wheels make the movement of the trolley fluid and perfectly controllable.
- A brake positioned on the rear wheels ensures stability when the trolley is stationary and facilitates closing operations
- Easy to close: just hold the top surface and lift it towards you and the trolley folds.
- Once folded, the trolley occupies minimal space, allowing it to be placed behind a door or between two pieces of kitchen
furniture. The brakes on the rear wheels make the trolley free-standing when closed.
- We recommend cleaning the shelves with a non-abrasive cloth and non-abrasive detergent

Technical notes

RS11 B Plico Folding trolley in steel coloured with epoxy resin, black. Shelves in polyurethane 
cm 86x46 – h cm 78 / 33¾”x18” – h 30¾”




